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present specific models involving exactly localized fields in which inconsistencies appear,

which are solved when fields are taken as quasilocalized. Part of our arguments rely on

conjectures from the “swampland” program.

Our investigation motivates braneworld EFTs built from 5D fields, i.e. quasilocal-
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sector. Focusing on the gauge-gravity sector we show that manifestations of the quasilo-
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1 Introduction

In quantum field theory, branes are space-filling hypersurfaces located in a higher-

dimensional spacetime. Branes may be viewed as solitons on which particles can be local-

ized. Similar objects naturally appear in string theory as D-branes, which are dynamical
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objects with quantum properties [1, 2]. Black brane solutions also arise in the supergravity

limit of string theories [3, 4].

From the effective field theory viewpoint, branes are simply described as infinitely thin

surfaces being part of the background in the fundamental action of the theory [5–7]. A

brane can have matter fields localized on it, a feature at the center of our attention in this

work. Here we will generically refer to any theory with such brane-localized matter as a

“braneworld”.

In effective field theory, there is no principle forbidding matter fields to live exclu-

sively in the worldvolume of a brane. This kind of EFT has been used in early proposals

of braneworld models (e.g. [8–10]). In contrast, it is also possible to write Lagrangians

where some operators are localized on the brane, while the matter fields themselves live

in the entire spacetime. In this case, certain degrees of freedom encoded in the higher-

dimensional fields can still be localized towards the brane, without being strictly confined

on it. We therefore have two kinds of theories, here referred to as “exactly localized” and

“quasilocalized” braneworlds.

The distinction between these two kinds of braneworld EFTs might seem at first view

somewhat artificial. It may seem reasonable to expect that an exactly localized braneworld

can simply arise as a limit of a quasilocalized braneworld. However, we will see that such

equivalence is in general not true and that the situation is in reality more subtle. This is the

starting observation made in this work. It will then lead us to reconsider consistency of ex-

actly localized braneworlds and to study observable effects from quasilocalized braneworlds.

In sections 2–3, we introduce the formalism and make clear that the infinite local-

ization limit can come from either bulk masses or brane kinetic terms. To consistently

compare exactly and quasi-localized theories, the quasilocalized braneworld is treated via

a holographic formalism — in which variables are exactly brane-localized. We then show

in section 4 that, at the very least in the presence of gravity, exactly localized braneworlds

do not arise as a limit of quasilocalized ones.

The existence of a discontinuity in theory space leads us to further scrutinize exactly

localized braneworlds. In section 5, considering simple, specific models with exactly lo-

calized fields, we find that inconsistencies arise in the presence of gravity. Some of the

arguments rely on standard conjectures from the swampland program.

The discontinuity between the two kinds of braneworld EFTs and the hints of incon-

sistency of the (field theoretical) exactly localized braneworld naturally lead us to revisit

braneworld models which were initially proposed as exactly localized. As a general feature,

quasilocalized braneworlds have a richer phenomenology than exactly localized ones. In

section 6, we focus on a quasilocalized version of the Randall-Sundrum II model. While

the original model only has 5D gravity, the quasilocalized model has a whole matter sector

in the bulk, naturally behaving as a conformal hidden sector — this property has recently

inspired warped dark sector model-building [11, 12]. Focusing on the gauge-gravity sector,

which is especially model-independent, we present two physical effects implied by gauge

field quasilocalization — which are absent in the exactly localized version of the warped

braneworld.
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2 Braneworld effective theories

Our focus is on codimension-1 branes i.e. branes that span one dimension less than the

dimension of the full spacetime. For convenience, and although it is not mandatory for

most of the conceptual discussions in the paper, we shall restrict to 4+1 spacetime and

therefore focus on 3-branes.

We are interested in 3-branes that are Poincaré invariant. We write thus a general

five-dimensional metric

ds2 = gMNdX
MdXN = e−2a(y)ηµνdx

µdxν − dy2 , (2.1)

where a(y) = 0 corresponds to the flat extradimension case and a(y) = ky corresponds to

AdS5 space with curvature k. ηµν is Minkowski metric with signature (+,−,−,−).

As customary in higher dimensional EFTs, we model a 3-brane as an infinitely thin

surface. Comments on that aspect will be made in section 5.1. The brane is centered on

the position y = y0 of the extradimension. In our discussion we will sometimes assume the

existence of a second brane at y = y1 ≡ y0 + L. This second brane can be removed from

the theory by taking L→∞.

2.1 Localized and quasilocalized EFTs

When defining a braneworld effective theory, it is commonplace to allow matter fields

exactly localized on the brane,

S̃ = S5 +

∫
d4x
√
|ḡ| (L [φ, ψ,Aµ] + . . .)

∣∣∣∣
y=y0

(2.2)

where the φ, ψ,Aµ fields are function of xµ only, and the 5D component of the action

S5 is independent of these fields. Including such exactly localized degrees of freedom

is compatible with all the symmetries left unbroken on the brane. In eq. (2.2), ḡµν is

the induced metric on the brane. The ellipses correspond to brane-localized operators

independent of the matter fields, such as a brane-localized Ricci scalar, a brane tension,

and the Gibbons-Hawking-York term. We refer to the EFT in eq. (2.2) as an exactly

localized braneworld. We will use a tilde superscript to denote quantities associated with

this kind of EFT.

It is also possible to write a different kind of braneworld effective theory where a set of

operators is localized on the brane, while all matter fields of the theory are five dimensional.

The action in that case reads

S = S5

[
Φ,Ψ,AM

]
+

∫
d4x

(√
|ḡ|L4

[
Φ,Ψ,AM

]
+ . . .

) ∣∣∣∣
y=y0

(2.3)

where the brane operators are encoded in L4 and the 5D fields Φ,Ψ,AM depend on XM .

The 5D action S5 depends on the 5D fields and contains operators such as the 5D kinetic
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terms

Skin
Φ =

∫
d5X
√
g

(
1

2
∂MΦ∂MΦ− 1

2
m2

ΦΦ2

)
(2.4)

Skin
Ψ =

∫
d5X
√
g

(
i

2

(
Ψ̄ΓMDMΨ−DM Ψ̄ΓMΨ

)
−mΨΨ̄Ψ

)
(2.5)

Skin
A =

∫
d5X
√
g

(
− 1

4g2
5

FMNFMN

)
. (2.6)

In this second type of EFT, for appropriate choices of parameters of the 5D and brane

Lagrangians in eq. (2.3), a degree of freedom with 4D properties can exist in the spectrum

and be almost localized on the brane. This feature will be studied in details in section 3.

Such highly localized limit of the theory defined in eq. (2.3) is the central focus of this

work. With such limit in mind, we will be readily refering to the EFT in eq. (2.3) as a

quasilocalized braneworld.

One could of course write theories mixing both 5D fields and exactly localized 4D

fields. It turns out that this mixed case does not require dedicated discussion, hence no

naming is needed. Only in section 5 a model of this kind will be studied. In the rest of the

paper it is enough to consider actions where matter fields are either all exactly localized or

all quasilocalized 5D fields.

It is natural to ask how the two kinds of EFT defined above — the exactly and

quasilocalized braneworlds — relate to each other. Can the exactly localized braneworld

arise as a limit of the quasilocalized braneworld?

This is the central question we want to address in sections 3, 4. The proper way to

define the question is to compare the physical observables of both theories, and therefore

to compare their correlation functions. We will thus work at the level of the quantum

effective actions.

2.2 Quantum actions and braneworld holography

In this section we only consider scalar fields. The formalism for other spins is essentially

similar although more technical. We work at the level of the quantum effective action Γ,

which encodes all information about correlation functions. To avoid naming confusion, we

refer to Γ as the “quantum action”.

For the exactly localized braneworld theory, the quantum action is given by1

exp
(
iΓ̃[φ]

)
=

∫
1PI
Dφ̂ exp

(
iS̃[φ+ φ̂]

)
. (2.8)

Spacetime has five dimensions, and interacting 5D theories always are low-energies EFTs.

The predictions arising from Γ̃[φ] are only valid up to an energy scale of order Λ̃ (or a

1The 1PI index indicates that only 1PI diagrams are selected in the path integral. This is a shortcut

notation for the usual construction of the generating functionals,

Z[J ] =

∫
Dφ exp

(
iS̃[φ] + i

∫
d4xφJ

)
= exp (iW [J ]) , Γ[φcl] = W [J ]−

∫
d4xφclJ . (2.7)

The argument of Γ is always a classical field value. The “cl” index will not be specified throughout the text.
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distance scale of order 1/Λ̃), the validity cutoff of the EFT. Beyond this scale the theory

should be superseded with a UV-completion.

Let us turn to the quantum action for the quasilocalized braneworld. Since we aim to

study the quantum action of the quasilocalized braneworld in a limit potentially reproduc-

ing Γ̃[φ], the quantum action should be expressed in terms of a classical variable that can

match the exactly localized variable φ of Γ̃[φ] in the limit of infinite localization. A logical

choice is to express the quantum action of the quasilocalized braneworld as a function of

the classical value of the 5D field on the brane, Φ0 ≡ Φ(y = y0). This is the definition of a

holographic formalism, where Φ0 is the holographic variable (see e.g. [3, 13–16]).

From now on we work in momentum space for the xµ coordinates, introducing

Φ(pµ, z) =
∫
d4xeix

µpµΦ(XM ). One also defines the absolute momentum p =
√
ηµνpµpν ,

which is real (imaginary) for timelike (spacelike) momentum. The 5D field in position-

momentum space, Φ(pµ, y), is rewritten as

Φ(pµ, y) = Φ0(pµ)K(pµ, y) , with K(pµ, y0) = 1 . (2.9)

The meaning of K will become obvious in the semi-classical expansion detailed in next

section.

Using eq. (2.9) in the definition of the action, the quasilocalized braneworld is described

by the holographic quantum action

exp (iΓ[Φ0]) =

∫
1PI
DΦ̂ exp

(
iS[Φ0K + Φ̂]

)
. (2.10)

As for the exactly localized case, since the theory is five-dimensional the correlators are

valid up to a UV cutoff denoted Λ.

With these definitions, the question of exact localization can be formally expressed

using Γ, Γ̃ and thinking in terms of parameter space. What we ask is whether there exists

a direction in the parameter space of the quasilocalized braneworld Lagrangian (eq. (2.3))

for which

Γ→ Γ̃ . (2.11)

This question will be addressed in sections 3 and 4.

Finally we emphasize that the holographic formalism introduced above can be intro-

duced for any boundary and any metric, and has thus in itself nothing to do with the

AdS/CFT duality.2

3 Holographic action and the exact localization limit

In the validity regime of the 5D EFT, the 5D interactions (including gravity) can be treated

perturbatively. We can thus expand and truncate the quasilocalized braneworld action in

powers of ~, i.e. in the semiclassical expansion, such that

Γ[Φ0] = Γcl[Φ0] + . . . (3.1)

2The AdS/CFT aspect appears when the 5D metric is AdS5, at least asymptotically near the UV brane.
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Here Γcl is the classical holographic action and the ellipses represent the 1-loop functional

determinant and higher order Feynman diagrams. The classical bulk field Φ(pµ, y) satisfies

the classical 5D equation of motion (EOM), and has fixed value Φ0(pµ) on the brane.

In order to determine the content of the holographic action, we will need the Feyn-

man propagator of Φ with Neumann boundary condition on the brane. This Neumann

propagator in position-momentum space (pµ, y) is denoted

〈Φ(pµ, y)Φ(−pµ, y′)〉 ≡ ∆p(y, y
′) ≡ iGp(y, y′) . (3.2)

A derivation of the general Feynman propagator in the conformally flat background of

eq. (2.1) is given in appendix A.

Let us now consider the holographic profile K(pµ, y) ≡ Kp(y) from eq. (2.9) in the

classical regime. The classical Kp(y) satisfies the 5D EOM, Kp(y0) = 1 and another

boundary or regularity condition that the Neumann propagator satisfies as well. Since

the propagator has the structure ∆p(y, y
′) ∝ F<(y<)F>(y>) where y< = min(y, y′), y> =

max(y, y′) and the F functions satisfy the homogeneous 5D EOM, it follows that

Kp(y) =
Gp(y0, y)

Gp(y0, y0)
. (3.3)

This relation can be explicitly checked using the general form of the propagator in

eq. (A.28). In other words, the classical profile is equal to the “amputated brane-to-bulk

propagator”.3

Let us now consider the bilinear part of the holographic action, which contains infor-

mation on the spectrum of the theory. It reads

Γcl[Φ0] =
1

2

∫
d4p

(2π)4

∫
dye−4a(y)

(
e2a(y)p2Φ2 − (∂5Φ)2 −m2

ΦΦ2 + δ(y − y0)L′′4Φ2
)

+ . . .

(3.4)

with L′′4 = δ2

δΦδΦL4

∣∣
Φ=0

. Integrating eq. (3.4) by part makes appear the brane operator

BΦ = ∂5Φ(y0) + L′′4Φ(y0) and the classical 5D EOM. The EOM piece vanishes and the

non-vanishing part of the bilinear action comes from the remaining boundary terms,

Γ[Φ0] =
1

2

∫
d4p

(2π)4
Φ0(p)ΠΦ(p)Φ0(−p) + . . . (3.5)

where

ΠΦ(p) ≡ BKp(y) (3.6)

is the “holographic self-energy” and B is the boundary operator (see appendix A). Evalu-

ating BKp(y) using the explicit expression of the propagator in eq. (A.28), one finds that

the holographic self-energy is given by the inverse of the brane-to-brane propagator,

ΠΦ(p) =
1

Gp(y0, y0)
. (3.7)

3“Amputation” refers to the removal of Gp(y0, y0).
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This defines the bilinear piece of the classical holographic action. Let us briefly discuss the

structure of the rest of the action.

Regarding interaction terms, the classical holographic action involves spatial overlaps

of the holographic profiles from bulk interactions. A λΦ4 bulk interaction, for instance,

when put in position-momentum space, becomes

δ(4)
(∑

pµi

)
λΦ0(pµ1 )Φ0(pµ2 )Φ0(pµ3 )Φ0(pµ4 )

∫
dyKp1(y)Kp2(y)Kp3(y)Kp4(y) . (3.8)

where p1...4 are the absolute four-momentum of the four Φ fields.

Finally, the quantum terms of the holographic action (i.e. the higher order terms in

eq. (3.1)) encode loops involving the propagator with arbitrary endpoints in the bulk. The

endpoints end on position-momentum space vertices and are always integrated over the

whole bulk.

3.1 Propagator from brane dressing

The previous results are fairly standard. To further understand the structure of the holo-

graphic action and of the subsequent correlation functions, let us examine how the brane

Lagrangian influences the propagator. While this seems at first view a nontrivial task, the

structure becomes manifest once we choose an appropriate formulation.

Be ∆̂p(y, y
′) the Feynman propagator with Neumann boundary condition on the brane

and no brane Lagrangian, i.e.

∆̂p(y, y
′) ≡ ∆̂p(y, y

′)

∣∣∣∣
L4=0

. (3.9)

Let us then use the identity

∆̂p(y, y
′) =

∆̂p(y0, y)∆̂p(y0, y
′)

∆̂p(y0, y0)
+ ∆̂D

p (y, y′)

= i
K̂p(y)K̂p(y

′)

Π̂p(y0, y0)
+ ∆̂D

p (y, y′) (3.10)

where ∆̂D
p (y, y′) is the propagator with Dirichlet boundary condition on the brane. In the

last line we have introduced the holographic profile and self-energy using relations eqs. (3.3)

and (3.7). These are profiles and self-energies defined from ∆̂p(y, y
′), i.e. in the absence of

the brane Lagrangian.

To obtain the (exact) propagator in the presence of the brane Lagrangian L4, we can

dress the ∆̂p(y, y
′) propagator with a generic brane localized insertion −iκ(p)δ(y − y0),

with κ(p) = −L′′4(p) for tree-level insertions. The brane localized insertion can encode a

tree-level effect such as a brane mass or kinetic term, or even a loop diagram induced by

brane-localized interactions. The geometric series representation of the propagator in the

presence of the brane Lagrangian reads

∆p(y, y
′) = ∆̂p(y, y

′)− ∆̂p(y, y0)iκ(p)∆̂p(y0, y0)

+ ∆̂p(y, y0)iκ(p)∆̂p(y0, y0)iκ(p)∆̂p(y0, y
′) + . . . (3.11)

– 7 –
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At that point, we can notice explicitly from eq. (3.11) that the Dirichlet propagator is

insensitive to the brane dressing. This implies

∆̂D
p (y0, y

′) = ∆D
p (y0, y

′) . (3.12)

Another, less obvious feature is that the holographic profile itself is independent of the

brane dressing, such that

K̂p(y) = Kp(y) . (3.13)

This can be seen using the explicit expressions in appendix A, and it can also be deduced by

inspecting the result of the summation of eq. (3.11). Taking into account eqs. (3.12), (3.13),

the dressed propagator takes the form

∆p(y, y
′) = i

Kp(y)Kp(y
′)

Π̂(p)− κ(p)
+ ∆D

p (y, y′) . (3.14)

This exact expression for the propagator is valid for any metric and spectrum and any kind

of brane insertion. It is rather enlightening and will be extensively used in the following

sections to elucidates properties of the quasilocalized action.

We can already notice that the expression eq. (3.14) shows explicitly that the brane

dressing only affects the holographic self-energy. From eq. (3.14) it follows that the holo-

graphic self-energy in the presence of the brane Lagrangian is given by

Π(p) = Π̂(p)− κ(p) . (3.15)

We can also notice that the Dirichlet contribution in eq. (3.14) encodes effects which

do not appear in the classical piece of the holographic action. The Dirichlet part of the

propagator appears only in internal lines, and will thus contribute to quantum parts of the

holographic action. The Dirichlet piece will also appear in one-particle reducible diagrams.

Finally one may recall that in the “compositeness” language, the Dirichlet modes are

understood as purely composite states, i.e. states with no mixing with the elementary probe

field. However, since our approach is valid for arbitrary metric, it makes clear that the struc-

ture of the propagator eq. (3.14) has in itself nothing to do with the elementary/composite

picture or AdS/CFT. In the context of compositeness, one may also notice that the form

eq. (3.14) is somewhat reminiscent of the “holographic basis” proposed in [17]: in both

approaches the subset of Dirichlet modes is made manifest. However it seems there is no

simple connexion between the two formalisms.

3.2 Localization limits

We now investigate possible exact localization limit(s) of the quasilocalized braneworld.

Here we merely identify potential directions in the parameter space, these directions will

be further analyzed in section 4.

A first necessary condition for realizing Γ → Γ̃ appears at the level of the spectrum.

Since the exactly localized action describes a 4-dimensional degree of freedom, the holo-

graphic self-energy of the quasilocalized action should reproduce a 4D degree of freedom

Π(p) ∝ p2 −m2
0 (3.16)
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in the limit of exact localization. This condition implies that a 4D mode has to emerge in

the spectrum of the quasilocalized theory, and that the rest of the spectrum has to vanish

from the theory in some fashion in the exactly localized limit.

A second necessary condition appears at the level of interactions. When taking the

exact localization limit, interactions have to reduce in some way to the ones of a 4D brane-

localized Lagrangian.

3.2.1 Large bulk mass

For scalar and fermions, a potential direction for exact localization may exist in the limit

of large bulk mass mΦ, mΨ (see eqs. (2.4), (2.5)).

Let us show that a potential candidate for a 4D mode exists for any metric. We

consider a discrete spectrum. For any metric this can always be obtained by assuming

the presence of a second brane at finite proper distance — keeping open the possibility of

sending this brane to infinity later in the calculation.

For a discrete spectrum the candidate for the quasilocalized mode is easily identified

and exists for any metric. This is a mode with approximate exponential profile which is

always a solution of the 5D equation of motion. The brane Lagrangians L4 (see eq. (2.3))

can be suitably tuned such that this special mode is always present in the spectrum. When

massless or light, such mode is usually dubbed “zero mode”. However this mode can also

be very massive — and potentially still exponentially localized, as we will see below. Hence

we refer to it as the special mode.

The relevant brane where the special mode is localized is here taken to be at y0 = 0,

the second brane is at finite distance y1 > y0. The profiles are controlled by the bulk mass

parameters mΦ, mΨ. The mass of the special mode is controlled by the brane Lagrangians.

This can be seen directly in eq. (3.14), a brane-localized mass term κ(p) ≡ m2
b directly

contributes to the mass of a 4D state Π̂ ∼ p2 − m2
b + . . . and can be used to tune the

effective 4D mass of that state. Whenever this physical 4D mass of the special mode is

small with respect to these 5D masses, it is negligible in the equation of motion and thus

has negligible impact on the special mode profile. Moreover, the limit of quasilocalization

is the limit of very large bulk mass, which thus allows high mass for the special mode.

Let us consider the kinetic terms of these modes. The 5D action for the fermion special

modes takes the form ∫
d4xdyNΨe

−a(y)−2|mΨ|yψ̄0iγµ∂
µψ0 . (3.17)

For scalar modes, the equation of motion does not have an analytic solution for arbitrary

metric. However in the limit of large bulk mass — which is our focus, the effects of the

curved metric can be neglected. The same is true for the fermion and in the large bulk

mass limit the 5D actions of the special modes are approximately

∫
d4xdy 2mΦe

−2|mΦ|y∂µφ0∂
µφ0 + . . . ,

∫
d4xdy 2mΨe

−2|mΨ|yψ̄0iγµ∂
µψ0 + . . . (3.18)
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where we have now neglected the a(y) terms in the exponential since we are assuming

a(y)� mΦy,mΨy near the brane.4 The above profiles are valid as long as the 4D mass of

the special mode is small with respect to mΦ, mΨ.

So far we have considered a discrete spectrum, possibly enforced by a second brane at

y1. We now remove this brane, y1 →∞, such that the spectrum may become continuous.

The kinetic normalization of the modes in eq. (3.18) remains finite for y1 →∞ i.e. the modes

are normalizable. Therefore the existence of the special modes is guaranteed for any metric.

If the spectrum is continuous, one subtlety is that the special mode may in principle

mix with the KK continuum. When it is the case, such effect would have to vanish in the

localization limit for a pure 4D mode to be recovered i.e. for eq. (3.16) to be asymptotically

satisfied.

Our analysis here is about the existence of a 4D degree of freedom potentially repro-

ducing the exactly localized limit. However it does not say anything about the rest of the

spectrum, and it is thus not clear if the necessary condition eq. (3.16) is satisfied in the

exactly localized limit. It is, as a matter of fact, a very model-dependent feature, as can be

seen by inspecting the KK spectrum of flat and warped cases. The aspect of interactions

of the brane-localized modes will be treated in more details in section 4.

3.2.2 Large brane kinetic terms

For fields of any spin, another limit giving potentially rise to an exactly localized braneworld

is the one of large brane-localized kinetic term. The action takes schematically the form

S =

∫
d4xdy

(√
gLkin

5 + δ(y − y0) r
√
ḡLkin

4

)
(3.19)

where r controls the magnitude of the brane-localized kinetic term.5 Sending r to infinity,

one might expect to obtain an exactly localized theory.

To show that a 4D mode exists at large r for any metric, it is enough to consider the

self-energy eq. (3.14). The brane kinetic term contributes as κ(p) = −rp2 in the propagator.

For r →∞, the brane term overwhelms the bulk term Π̂(p) such that

Π(p) ≈ rp2 . (3.20)

Hence in that limit the holographic action indeed contains a single 4D mode. While this

is shown here for the scalar propagator, the mechanism is similar for fermion and gauge

fields. The limit eq. (3.20) applies for any spectrum, discrete or continuous, and for any

metric. Hence eq. (3.20) always ensures that an exact 4D mode arises asymptotically in

the r →∞ limit.

The aspect of interactions will be treated in more details in section 4.

4Away from the brane it is possible that a(y) blow up (see e.g. [18]) such that it is not negligible with

respect to the bulk mass term. However in such region the special mode profile is highly suppressed, hence

such effect is negligible for our purposes. The approximate profiles in eq. (3.18) are essentially set by their

behaviour near the brane.
5r has dimension of length.
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4 Discontinuities in theory space

In the previous section we have identified potential directions in the parameter space of the

quasilocalized braneworld EFT for which the theory seems to tend to an exactly localized

braneworld. In this section we show that, at least in the presence of gravity, none of these

limits actually lead to an exactly localized braneworld.

4.1 Obstruction on bulk masses

We have seen that a localized 4D mode of scalar or fermion can appear if one takes the

bulk masses mΦ, mΨ to infinity (see section 3.2.1). However, whenever a 5D theory is

interacting, it is a low-energy EFT with a finite cutoff Λ. Hence, when the theory has 5D

interactions, the bulk masses mΦ, mΨ should not exceed Λ for the theory to remain valid.6

Therefore bulk masses cannot go to infinity; there is an obstruction.

One could in principle set the 5D matter interactions of Φ, Ψ to zero, and set all 5D

higher-dimensional operators to zero at a given scale. Doing this removes the 5D cutoff in

the absence of gravity. However, whenever gravity is present, the 5D theory is interacting

hence a finite Planckian cutoff always exists.

Although the above argument is in principle sufficient to discard the possibility of

mΦ,Ψ →∞, let us ignore it and allow arbitrary values of bulk masses. Consider a discrete

spectrum, assume the special modes are light (i.e. are zero modes) and evaluate their

low-energy 4D effective theory.

In the presence of a bulk interaction, e.g. a four-fermion operator with coefficient λ,

with [λ] = −3, the coefficient of the effective 4D four-fermion operator

Leff
4D = λ4(ψ̄ψ)(ψ̄ψ) + . . . (4.1)

is given by

λ4 = λ

∫
dy[fΨ

0 (y)]4 ≈ λ|mΨ| . (4.2)

The coefficient grows with mΨ. This implies that if one tries to send mΨ to infinity at

fixed λ, the cutoff of the 4D EFT, which is roughly of order Λ4 ∼ 1/(4π
√
λmΨ), tends to

zero. Hence taking such limit leads to a 4D EFT with vanishing range of validity. This is

of course an obstruction to reach an exactly localized theory — which has finite range of

validity. However this argument still has a caveat because one could in principle adjust the

magnitude of the 5D interactions (such as λ in eq. (4.2)) to keep the low-energy couplings

under control. Unwanted interactions — for instance brane-localized ones — can be set to

zero at a given scale if needed.

To see where an obstruction occurs with no possible caveat, let us keep evaluating

the low-energy EFT of zero modes. In the low-energy EFT the Kaluza-Klein modes are

integrated out and contribute as higher-dimensional operators in the low-energy EFT. In

particular, in the presence of gravity, KK gravitons are integrated out. The KK gravitons

couple to the zero mode stress energy tensor, which contains terms proportional to bulk

6This upper bound on bulk masses has a CFT equivalent as an upper bound on the conformal dimension

of CFT operators, see [19].
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and brane masses.7 An example of scalar effective operator generated by the gravitons is

Oφ = (∂µφ)2φ2.

When the bulk and brane masses are sent to infinity, the coefficient of this operator

must tend to infinity unless cancellations occur to render the coefficient finite. An explicit

calculation in AdS from [20] shows that the coefficient of Oφ does diverge. Quoting their

result,

L4 = − e2kL

6M2
Pl

(1 + α)2

3 + 2α
Oφ ≈ −

mΦe
2kL

12kM2
Pl

Oφ (4.3)

where we have taken the large mΦ limit in the last step. Since for mΦ →∞ the coefficient

of the effective operator tends to infinity, the cutoff of the 4D EFT goes to zero. Hence the

validity range of the 4D EFT vanishes and the large bulk mass limit cannot continuously

lead to an exactly localized EFT. No coupling can be tuned here, since the strength of the

interaction only depends on MPl.

Importantly, the obstruction occurs because of the presence of the KK gravitons. The

KK modes of fields other than gravity produce 4D effective operators which remain finite

in the mΦ → ∞ limit. We can now see what is special about gravity: since 5D gravity

couples to 5D mass, taking the mΦ →∞ limit would imply infinitely strong coupling and

thus no weakly coupled EFT description at any scale.

4.2 Brane kinetic localization

A localized 4D mode for any of the matter fields (Φ,Ψ,AM ) can also appear by taking the

limit of a large brane kinetic term with magnitude r (see section 3.2.2). Aspects of the

localization limit for each kind of field will be discussed further below. A general argument

showing that the exact localization limit of Γ does not lead to Γ̃ is as follows.

At large r, while one special mode tends to get exactly localized on the brane, the set

of all KK modes is fully expelled from the brane. The KK modes decouple from the brane,

but certainly not from the spectrum. Rather, at large r the set of KK modes gets a Dirichlet

boundary condition on the brane. This general feature can be seen explicitly in the dressed

propagator eq. (3.14), which in the presence of a brane-localized kinetic term takes the form

∆p(y, y
′) = i

K̂p(y)K̂p(y
′)

Π̂(p) + rp2
+ ∆̂D

p (y, y′) . (4.4)

For r → ∞, the bulk contribution Π̂(p) becomes negligible compared to rp2. The first

term in eq. (4.4) takes the form of a pure 4D pole. The second term corresponds to the set

of Dirichlet KK modes, which clearly remain in the spectrum since they are not affected

by the brane dressing. We consider a scalar propagator here, but the property remains

valid for any kind of field. This feature matches the well-known results from [21] about

“opaque” branes.

In the limit of exact localization, the classical part of the holographic action contains

only a 4D field — with possible brane interactions as discussed further below. Hence it

may seem that the exact localization limit is indeed successful. However, at the quantum

7Here the bulk and brane masses are tied to each other to maintain a small 4D mass for the zero mode.
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〈TDTD〉

Figure 1. Brane-localized modes interact with matter Dirichlet modes in the presence of gravity,

therefore Γ 6= Γ̃. TD denotes the stress tensor of Dirichlet modes.

level, the brane localized degree of freedom always know about the Dirichlet KK modes

because of gravity. Namely, the brane modes couple to KK gravitons, which themselves

couple to the Dirichlet KK modes of matter, as shown in figure 1.

Hence the picture is that, while Γ̃ contains by definition isolated 4D degrees of freedom,

the same 4D degrees of freedom in Γ are necessarily accompanied by towers of Dirichlet

modes. Without gravity, the equivalence between Γ̃ and Γ could be exact because the

Dirichlet modes may be completely decoupled from the brane. In contrast, in the pres-

ence of gravity, KK gravitons always connect brane modes to Dirichlet modes. This has

physically observable consequences therefore the limit of Γ at large r differs from Γ̃.

Even though the above argument is sufficient to establish the discontinuity between

the Γ and Γ̃ theories in the presence of gravity, it is still interesting to study in more details

the effects of kinetic localization for the various matter fields. This is relevant from a purely

theoretical viewpoint but also for future model-building manipulations.

4.2.1 Scalar and fermion modes

Since the r coefficient normalizes the kinetic term, taking large r has consequences for other

operators of the theory. At large r, canonical normalization implies the rescaling φ̂ =
√
rφ

and similarly for other fields, which reduces by powers of
√
r other operators of the brane

Lagrangian. For scalar and fermions, it is always possible to obtain a massive, interacting

Lagrangian in the r → ∞ limit of Γ by introducing brane-localized mass and interactions

which scale with appropriate powers of
√
r. This does not change the fact that Γ differs

from Γ̃ by the presence of bulk Dirichlet modes.

4.2.2 Gauge modes

Kinetic localization of gauge fields is more constrained because, unlike in the case of scalar

and fermions, self-interactions of the gauge field are constrained by gauge invariance. As

a result, when the coefficient of the gauge kinetic term grows, gauge self-interactions are

necessarily suppressed.
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The gauge action reads

SA =

∫
d5X
√
g

(
− 1

4g2
5

FMNFMN

)
+

∫
d4x
√
|ḡ|
(
− r

4g2
5

FMNFMN

) ∣∣∣∣
y=y0

+ . . . (4.5)

Consider the transverse part of the propagator for Aµ,

∆Aµν(p; y, y′) =

(
ηµν −

pµpν
p2

)
∆A(p; y, y′) + . . . (4.6)

where in the presence of the brane kinetic term eq. (4.5),

∆Ap (y, y′) = −ig2
5

K̂p(y)K̂p(y
′)

Π̂(p) + rp2
+ ∆̂A,Dp (y, y′) . (4.7)

We can see that at large r the self-energy takes the form

1

g2
5

Π(p) =
1

g2
5

(
Π̂(p) + rp2

)
→ r

g2
5

p2 . (4.8)

Therefore the effective gauge coupling in the quasilocalized limit is8

g2
4 ≈

g2
5

r
. (4.9)

This matching relates brane localization to the strength of gauge interactions, and has thus

important consequences.

In order to achieve an exactly localized gauge field for a given value of the effective

gauge coupling g4, the increase of r has to be accompanied with an increase of the 5D

gauge coupling g5. However, increasing g5 has a price. Since g5 controls 5D interactions,

increasing it lowers the 5D cutoff of the theory. This implies that taking r → ∞ at finite

1/g2
4 sends the cutoff of the theory to zero. The theory has thus a vanishing validity range

and cannot continuously reproduce the exactly localized gauge theory from Γ̃. Interestingly,

in this case, the obstruction is not related to gravity.

Conversely, taking large r for fixed g5 and no requirement on g4, it seems one could

obtain an exactly localized gauge theory with vanishing g4 gauge coupling. However, in the

presence of gravity, this limit is obstructed by the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) [22].

In this limit the EFT cutoff is lowered to Λ ∼ g4MPl as required by the WGC and thus

taking r →∞ gives once again an EFT with vanishing validity range. Hence there is again

obstruction, in this case because of gravity.

5 Braneworlds and swampland

In the previous section we have shown that, at least in the presence of gravity, the exactly

localized and quasilocalized braneworlds are not continuously related in theory space. In

this section we focus on the exactly localized braneworld. We aim to find internal discrep-

ancies or paradoxes in this kind of theory.

8This formula includes the case of a gauge zero mode in a compact extradimension, for which g2
4 =

g25
L+r

for any r.
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5.1 Brane width

In the braneworld EFTs we consider, the brane is an infinitely thin hypersurface. For an

EFT without gravity (MPl → ∞), such feature can in principle remain valid at infinitely

short distances.9 In contrast, in the presence of gravity, the infinitely thin brane description

should become invalid at distance scales of order of the local Planck length, where quantum

fluctuations of spacetime become strong.

From the EFT viewpoint, such breakdown of the thin brane description should manifest

itself via the presence of higher-dimensional operators encoding the effects of the brane

width. These higher order terms in the braneworld EFT take the form

Sbrane =

∫
d5X

√
|ḡ|
[
δ(y − y0)L(0) + aδ′(y − y0)L(1) +

b

2
δ′′(y − y0)L(2) + . . .

]
(5.1)

where a, b are coefficients vanishing in the MPl → ∞ limit.10 Without any specification

of the UV completion or of the exact brane profile, this immediately implies that the L(i)

have to depend on y — otherwise all the L(i>0) would vanish. The fields in L(i) are thus 5D

fields, which implies that the theory is a quasilocalized braneworld — as defined in eq. (2.3).

In short, gravity requires that the brane has some concept of width, which requires all

fields to be five-dimensional, such that the braneworld is of the quasilocalized kind. From

the viewpoint of a UV completion this could for example happen because the brane is a

soliton with finite width [23–25], or because the brane becomes a dynamical object with a

non-trivial form factor near the Planck scale.

From this simple brane width argument we may conclude that an exactly localized

braneworld EFT is incompatible with an embedding into a theory of gravity. In the fol-

lowing we present further arguments, relying in part on standard swampland conjectures

(see [26] for a review).

5.2 Argument from global symmetries

Consider a flat 5D interval with a U(1) gauge field in the bulk. Assume two species φ0, φ1

with charges q0, q1 exactly localized on two different branes located at each endpoints of

the interval. To be specific we assume that q0, q1 are coprime and of opposite sign.

Let us consider the low-energy theory below the KK scale, for which all KK photons

and KK gravitons are integrated out. The low-energy limit is taken only for convenience,

the argument still applies at any energy scale in the theory. The 4D effective Lagrangian

contains effective operators generated by the KK modes. Because of exact localization, the

4D Lagrangian only contains operators composed of mononimals |φ0|2, |φ1|2 and similar

ones with derivatives and more complex Lorentz structures.

In this 4D theory the φ0 and φ1 numbers N0, N1 are separately exactly conserved.

Conservation of these numbers is not implied by the gauge symmetry, which only dictates

9If one removes gravity in the exactly localized theory, the bulk becomes totally empty and the fifth

dimension can be trivially integrated over.
10The brane profile, taken as a distribution, can be formally expanded over the basis of the Dirac delta’s

derivatives. Truncation of this series depends on the test function on which it acts. In the context of the

low-energy EFT, this truncation is controlled by the long-distance expansion defining the EFT.
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conservation of the gauge charge q0N0 + q1N1, hence the individual N0, N1 numbers are

global charges. The theory has therefore an exact global symmetry.

This is in direct contradiction with the swampland conjecture that there is no exact

global symmetry in an EFT emerging from a UV theory of gravity. This contradiction is

resolved in the quasilocalized picture, where φ0, φ1 are the zero modes of 5D bulk fields

Φ0, Φ1. These bulk fields are directly in contact via 5D operators respecting the gauge

symmetry but not the individual Φ number (see discussion in [27]). The zero modes of

Φ1, Φ2, even if highly localized on each brane, have a non vanishing wavefunction in the

bulk and thus overlap with each other. As a result, in addition to |φi|2 monomials, the

low-energy theory contains operators build from monomials of

φq10 φ
q0
1 + h.c. (5.2)

which explicitly violate the individual φi numbers. These operators arises both from the

direct contact between the zero modes and from integrating the KK modes of Φ0 and Φ1.

Such symmetry-violating terms would be absent in case of exact localization, causing the

global symmetries to be exact.

Summarizing, we have presented a configuration where exact localization of charged

fields is tied to a violation of the conjecture that no exact global symmetry exists in the

presence of gravity. This violation is naturally avoided when using quasilocalized fields. A

similar argument has been recently presented in [27].

5.3 Argument from emergent species

Consider a slice of AdS5, i.e. AdS5 space truncated by two branes. This corresponds to

a(y) = ky in the metric eq. (2.1). For AdS it is convenient to use the conformal coordinates

z = eky/k. The branes are taken to be at positions z0 = 1/k (UV brane), z1 = 1/µ (IR

brane). For the moment we assume no matter on the IR brane or in the bulk. For an

introduction to QFT in a warped background see e.g. [14, 15]).

While the cutoff in terms of proper distance is constant since AdS is homogeneous, the

cutoff in coordinate distance varies along the z coordinate. Assuming the 5D cutoff for an

observer on the UV brane is Λ, the cutoff for an observer on the IR brane is Λ′ = Λµ/k,

i.e. it is “warped down”.11

Let us consider the holographic action defined on the UV brane — as usually done in the

context of AdS/CFT. As well-known [28–31], for 4-momentum |p| = |
√
p2| � µ, IR local-

ized fields/operators and the IR brane itself vanishes from all correlators. In this 5D regime

the theory can be effectively described by a UV brane and an infinite AdS bulk. Since the

IR brane appears only in the IR i.e. at low 4-momentum |p|, it is effectively emergent from

the viewpoint of the UV brane, as formalised in the holographic action (see [11, 12] for BSM

application). To facilitate discussions, let us just assume the transition is at |p| ∼ Λ′ with

Λ′ of order µ. We consider the two extreme regimes of the holographic action. For |p| � Λ′,

the theory is pure AdS5. For |p| � Λ′, the theory contains only zero modes and is 4D.

11This is because the effect of higher dimensional operators in the 5D action is enhanced by powers of

k/µ on the IR brane as compared to the UV brane.
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Let us then introduce exactly localized matter on the IR brane. We are free to add a

large number of species N � 1, all exactly localized on the IR brane. Because of this large

number of species, in the 4D regime, the cutoff is lowered to Λ′/
√
N as dictated by the

species scale. The species scale is a swampland conjecture implied by gravity [26, 32]. This

introduces a rather strange feature. In the holographic action, there is now a parametrically

large energy range in between the 5D and 4D regimes,

|p| ∼ [Λ′/
√
N,Λ′] (5.3)

for which the EFT is invalid. We take this discontinuity as a signal of an inconsistency.

The feature is related to the emergence of many degrees of freedom in the IR. Such para-

metrically large increase of degrees of freedom is in gross disagreement with the picture that

degrees of freedom should monotonically decrease when flowing towards the IR, as encoded

by c- and a-theorems. It would be interesting to evaluate explicitly the holographic a(z)

function along the lines of [33, 34]. However for our purposes, qualitative considerations

are enough: the holographic action definitely has a problem with IR degrees of freedom.

Both inconsistencies about validity range and IR degrees of freedom are solved when

assuming quasilocalized fields instead of exactly localized fields. With quasilocalized fields,

the theory now contains N bulk fields. The holographic action knows about these bulk

degrees of freedom at any |p|. The N bulk fields imply an overall reduction of the 5D cutoff

by
√
N in both 5D and 4D regimes, and no discontinuity in the validity range of the theory

(in contrast with eq. (5.3)). The existence of the N bulk fields being known in the UV,

no steep increase in the number of degrees of freedom due the emergent IR brane occurs

along the RG flow.

Let us comment on the interplay with gravity. The cutoff-based argument relies on

the species scale, which is implied by gravity. The argument about degrees of freedom

seems naively unrelated to gravity, although this may deserve further thinking since the

evaluation of the usual holographic a function does rely on Einstein’s equations.12

Summarizing, in the warped configuration studied here, exact localization of a large

number of species leads to inconsistencies which are partly related to the presence of gravity.

These inconsistencies are naturally solved when fields are taken to be quasilocalized.

5.4 Discussion

We have exhibited two specific models with exactly localized fields which, to the best of our

understanding, should belong to the swampland. We have also made the simple point that

whenever some notion of brane thickness is introduced, the braneworld should be of the

quasilocalized type. These points are unfavorable to the exactly localized braneworld EFT.

On the string theory side, braneworld model-building is often done with D3-branes,

which give rise to matter fields living strictly on the worldvolume (see e.g. [35–37]). This

may seem to favor, at first view, the picture of an exactly localized braneworld — which

stands in contrast to the observations made in the rest of this section. However a full

12One can also argue that the presence of the N 5D fields is implied by the finite IR brane width as

discussed in section 5.1, and thus enforced by gravity.
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string picture has restrictions, for instance D3-branes have to be accompanied by D7-

branes wrapped around compact space dimensions. The D7-branes do generate a tower of

matter KK modes, which somehow accompany the isolated states from D3-branes. The

presence of matter KK modes would then be reminiscent of the quasilocalized picture.

Also, a notion of thickness for the D-brane is sometimes discussed in the literature [38].

This would again imply that the low-energy limit has to be a quasilocalized braneworld.

Given the possible subtleties on the string side, we do not attempt a broad conjecture

about the (field-theoretical) exactly localized braneworld. The precise string picture rela-

tive to exact/quasi-localization would deserve a detailed study. Here we simply report our

results with no further extrapolation.

All these considerations about exactly versus quasi-localized braneworld are interesting

from a conceptual viewpoint, but also have concrete observable consequences as we will see

in next section.

6 The quasilocalized warped braneworld

Given the previous results, it is interesting to revisit existing braneworld models of the

exactly localized kind. This includes in particular the DGP braneworld [8] and the Ran-

dall/Sundrum II (RSII) braneworld [10], both originally presented with the SM exactly

localized on a brane.

In a sense, an exactly localized braneworld is an approximation of a quasilocalized

one. How good is the approximation may depend on the spacetime background, on the

field content and so on. As a general tendency, we can expect a richer phenomenology once

matter is quasilocalized, since new degrees of freedom (the KK modes) are always present

in the theory, and since a quasilocalized brane field has direct contact with bulk degrees of

freedom. Taking into account these phenomena may provide new observable effects, and

perhaps new constraints on the braneworld model.

In this work we focus on the “quasilocalized RSII model”, i.e. RSII where all SM fields

are quasilocalized. We include an IR brane to discretize the spectrum, as it is sometimes

convenient for discussions. The IR brane can be sent to infinity at any time to recover full

AdS space in the IR.

For every localized 4D field, there is a KK tower, or a KK continuum if the IR brane

is at infinity. The phenomenology for scalar and fermions depends both on their bulk

mass and their brane localized Lagrangian — which are responsible of the two localization

mechanisms discussed in sections 3, 4. In contrast, quasilocalized gauge fields are much

more constrained because 5D gauge symmetry constrains their profile and their interac-

tions. The phenomenology (including possible constraints) from the scalar and fermion

KK sectors is certainly interesting, but our focus here is on the gauge and gravity sectors

which are more model-independent.
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6.1 Action, propagator, opacity and EFT validity

Consider the 5D action of gravity and a gauge field. The action takes the form

SAdS =

∫
d5X
√
g

[
M3
∗R− Λ5 −

1

4g2
5

FMNFMN

]
+

∫
br.
d4x
√
|g̃|
(
− r

4g2
5

FMNFMN − Λ4

)
.

(6.1)

The 5D cosmological constant and brane tension satisfy Λ5 = −12k2M3
∗ , Λ4 = Λ5/k, k

being the AdS curvature. The M∗ parameter sets the strength of 5D gravity and is related

to the 4D Planck mass by M3
∗ ≈ kM2

Pl. The metric of the AdS background is denoted

γMN , such that gMN = γMN + . . . where the ellipse denotes the metric fluctuations. The

graviton Lagrangian will be expanded in section 6.3.

A localized Ricci scalar could also be included on the brane. Since our focus is on

matter fields, this is a direction we do not consider in the scope of this work. Optionally,

another brane with tension −Λ4 and no localized matter Lagrangian is also included in the

action eq. (6.1), further away from the AdS boundary, i.e. in the IR region. This second

brane is referred to as “IR brane” and the main one “UV brane”.

For AdS5 the general metric of eq. (2.1) satisfies a(y) = ky. We switch to so-called

conformal coordinates z = eky/k, giving

ds2 = γMNdX
MdXN = (kz)−2(ηµνx

µxν − dz2) (6.2)

where ηµν is Minkowski metric with (+,−,−,−) signature. The UV brane is taken to be

at z = z0 = 1/k with no loss of generality. The IR brane is situated at z = z1 = 1/µ.

To disentangle the components of the 5D gauge field, one introduces the 5D gauge

fixing functional

− 1

2ξkzg2
5

(
∂µAµ − ξz∂5

(
z−1A5

))2
, (6.3)

defining the Rξ gauge [21, 39]. For our purposes it is enough to work in the Feynman

gauge ξ = 1. The 〈A5A5〉 propagator encodes the longitudinal degrees of freedom. The

Aµ component of the gauge field is taken to satisfy Neumann boundary condition on the

branes while A5 has Dirichlet boundary conditions. The propagator for Aµ in the presence

of the IR brane reads

〈Aµ(p,z)Aν(−p,z′)〉= ∆Ap (z,z′) = (6.4)

−ηµν i
πk3(zz′)2

2

[Y0 (p/k)J1 (pz<)−J0 (p/k)Y1 (pz<)] [Y0 (p/µ)J1 (pz>)−J0 (p/µ)Y1 (pz>)]

J0 (p/k)Y0 (p/µ)−Y0 (p/k)J0 (p/µ)

where p =
√
ηµνpµpν .

The 5D action eq. (6.1) is the leading term of a low-energy effective theory valid at

distances larger than ∆X ∼ 1/Λ where Λ is the validity cutoff. The cutoff is set by the

strongest interaction, i.e. either by gravity or by gauge interactions, giving respectively

M3
∗ ∼

Λ3

24π3
,

1

g2
5

∼ cΛ

24π3
(6.5)
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〈Jµ
CFTJ

ν
CFT〉

Aµ,SM Aν,SM

Figure 2. SM gauge fields dressed by insertion of CFT correlators, equivalent to the effect of the

gauge KK continuum on brane-localized SM fields.

where c is a group theoretical factor of order of the number of colors [40, 41]. The gravity

cutoff implies k .MPl for the higher order curvature terms to be negligible. The coupling

of KK gravitons is controlled by the dimensionless quantity

κ =
k

MPl
(6.6)

which can go up to O(1).

In the coordinates eq. (6.2), the cutoff on p as seen by a local observer at position z is

Λ kz. Hence for a given momentum p, the EFT breaks down when going far enough in the

IR region, at roughly z = O(1/p) (see e.g. [42]). However a property of the propagators is

that they tend to be exponentially suppressed when an endpoint enters this IR region [28–

31]. This is true for both Euclidian and Lorentzian momentum. For Lorentzian momentum

the suppression appears once the propagator is dressed by bulk interactions. One has

∆p(z) ∼
{
e−|p|z> if pµ spacelike

e−Cpz> if pµ timelike
(6.7)

An analytical estimate near strong coupling gives typically C ∼ O(1)−O(0.1). The holo-

graphic profiles are expressed in terms of propagators (eq. (3.3)) hence the same property

is true for them. This opacity property of AdS tends to censor the IR region where the

5D EFT breakdowns, e.g. where gravity would become strongly coupled. We will see an

example of calculation relying on the cutoff from eq. (6.7) in section 6.3.

6.2 Anomalous running of gauge couplings

We now treat the gauge field holographically, introducing the variable

Aµ,0 = Aµ
∣∣
z=z0

. (6.8)

Using asymptotic forms of Bessel functions, the bilinear holographic action is found to be

Γcl[Aµ,0] ≈



∫
d4p

(2π)4

(
log (k/µ)

k
+ r

)
p2

4g2
5

Aµ,0(p)Aµ0 (−p)

∫
d4p

(2π)4

 log
(

2k/
√
−p2

)
− γ

k
+ r

 p2

4g2
5

Aµ,0(p)Aµ0 (−p)
(6.9)
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For |p| < µ, the action matches the one of gauge zero modes, and the low-energy gauge

coupling g4 takes the constant value

1

g2
4,0

=
1

g2
5

(
log (k/µ)

k
+ r

)
. (6.10)

For |p| > µ, we can see that the holographic action is non-analytic. This regime includes

the case of no IR brane µ → 0. In this regime the action describes a running holographic

gauge coupling

1

g2
4(p)

=
1

g2
5

 log
(

2k/
√
−p2

)
− γ

k
+ r

 . (6.11)

Combining eqs. (6.10), (6.11), neglecting the small term log(2)−γ for simplicity, and using

rk � log(k/µ) which is the regime of relevance for our discussion, we get

g2
4(p) =

g2
4,0

1− 1
2rk log(−p2/µ2)

. (6.12)

Here we have expressed the running in term of the low-energy coupling g4,0, but we could

similarly define the running at any scale p0 and obtain a similar form.

We obtain the well-known feature that the AdS bulk dynamics induces a tree-level

running of the holographic gauge coupling [39, 43, 44]. This running is induced by the

presence of the KK continuum. Because of AdS/CFT, the running is equivalently described

by mixing a 4D gauge field to a conserved current of the CFT. This produces exactly

the same effect, and can be understood as dressing the gauge field by loops of the CFT

constituents — which indeed contribute to the beta function of g4. The fact that a tree-level

effect on the AdS side matches a loop effect on the CFT side is also understood [3].

Let us now consider this behaviour in the context of a quasilocalized warped

braneworld, where gauge fields as shown above are identified with SM gauge fields,

ASM
µ ≡ Aµ,0. In that context the presence of the bulk dynamics (the gauge KK continuum)

induces an anomalous tree-level running of the SM gauge couplings. Using AdS/CFT, this

effect can equivalently be understood as the mixing to a current from a hidden conformal

sector.

Clearly, such anomalous running has to be small otherwise it would have already been

observed. From the running shown in eq. (6.12), we can see that the condition for the

effect to be small over a range of energy [p2
0, p

2
1] is

log(p2
1/p

2
0)� rk . (6.13)

How can this be realized in the model? Let us focus on the r parameter. Because

of gauge symmetry, the gauge sector is very constrained and r is the only free parameter.

Moreover, for a given value ḡ4, e.g. ∼ 1/137, or more generally the typically value of g4 over

[p2
0, p

2
1], the brane contribution r/g2

5 is bounded from above, as can be seen from eq. (6.10)

or (6.11). This brane contribution can be at most as large as 1/ḡ2
4,13

r

g2
5

<
1

ḡ2
4

. (6.14)

It follows that the only way to increase r is to simultaneously increase g5.

13We do not consider the fine-tuned case of a negative r cancelling the bulk contribution to high precision.
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Figure 3. Gauge boson scattering induced by 5D gravitons.

The other way to satisfy eq. (6.13) would be to increase k. However k is bounded

from above since k . MPl. k controls the strength of graviton coupling. Hence we obtain

again that a bound on the anomalous running of the gauge coupling will constrain the weak

values of a coupling — which is the opposite of how usual experimental bounds work. This

implies that the parameter space of the braneworld can be cornered such that the model

could — in principle — be tested completely.

To see this, let us return to the g5 coupling. If the cutoff of the 5D theory is set by

g5 (see eq. (6.5)), requiring larger g5 implies a lower EFT cutoff Λ. In terms of g5 this is

given by eq. (6.5) and in terms of r this is given by 1/r ∼ g2
4cΛ/(24π3). On the other hand,

conventional high-energy experiments should bound the cutoff Λ from below, which is just

the usual experimental situation. Therefore Λ can in principle bounded from both above

and below.

Summarizing, avoiding a large anomalous running of gauge couplings in the warped

quasilocalized braneworld amounts to require stronger coupling of bulk degrees of free-

dom.14 This effect is specific to the gauge sector, where gauge symmetry ties together

localization and strength of interactions.

6.3 Anomalous gauge boson scattering from 5D gravity

In the quasilocalized braneworld, the gauge bosons have a fraction of their wavefunction

living in the bulk. Unlike the exactly localized case , the gauge fields can thus be directly

in contact with e.g. 5D gravity.

The relevant interaction is encoded in the kinetic term

−
∫
d4xdz

√−g 1 + rδ(z − z0)

4g2
5

FMNFMN . (6.15)

The distribution of the gauge fields between bulk and brane can be read off this kinetic

term — when setting the metric gMN to the background value γMN . We can notice that

the bulk component would tend to zero for r →∞. However, in the case of gauge bosons,

large r requires to take large g5, which is constrained as discussed in section 6.2.

14In the qualitative “compositeness” language, this amounts to say that the mixing between the elemen-

tary fields and the composite sector is suppressed when the composite sector has stronger self-interactions g5.
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The coupling of the 5D graviton to the gauge field can be derived from eq. (6.15) by

expanding the metric as

gMN = γMN +

√
2

M3
∗
hMN + . . . (6.16)

Expanding the Ricci scalar at quadratic order gives the graviton kinetic term Lh and the

relevant action reads

Sh =

∫
d4xdz

√−γ
(
Lh +

√
1

2M3
∗
hMNTMN

)
. (6.17)

The full graviton kinetic term can be found in e.g. [20, 45, 46]. The stress tensor for the

gauge field reads

TMN =
1 + rδ(z − z0)δMµδNν

g2
5

(
−FMV F V

N +
1

4
γMNFPQFPQ

)
. (6.18)

The 5D gravitons induce a tree-level scattering of the gauge bosons. In our holographic

formalism this is encoded in the holographic 4-point function 〈Aµ,0Aν,0Aρ,0Aσ,0〉. Our

interest here is in the big picture, we want to obtain the parameter dependence of the

amplitude. We will not give the detailed structure of the graviton-induced gauge boson

scattering. These can be found in e.g. [47]. Also we focus only on the contribution from

the spin-2 helicity degrees of freedom.

Following [20], the graviton degrees of freedom can be disentangled using field redefi-

nitions and appropriate gauge fixing. The diagonal helicity-2 degrees of freedom are given

by the traceless part of (kz)2hMN , noted h̃µν ,15 which couples to the source

T̃µν = Tµν −
1

4
ηµνT

ρ
ρ . (6.19)

The relevant piece of the graviton action is

Sh =

∫
d4xdz

(
1

2(kz)3
(∂Rh̃µν)2 +

1√
2M3
∗

1

(kz)3
h̃µν T̃µν

)
. (6.20)

In eq. (6.20) all contractions are done with the Minkowski metric. The h̃µν component has

Neumann boundary conditions on the branes.

The exact graviton propagator is 〈h̃µν h̃µ′ν′〉 = ηµνηµ′ν′∆
2
p(z, z′) with

∆2
p(z,z′) = (6.21)

= i
πk3(zz′)2

2

[Y1 (p/k)J2 (pz<)−J1 (p/k)Y2 (pz<)] [Y1 (p/µ)J2 (pz>)−J1 (p/µ)Y2 (pz>)]

J1 (p/k)Y1 (p/µ)−Y1 (p/k)J1 (p/µ)
.

The propagator is exponentially suppressed in the IR region, as described in eq. (6.7). In

the z> < 1/|p| region, it takes the form

∆2
p(z, z′) ≈ i2k

p2
+ i

2γ − 1 + 2 log
(√
−p2/2k

)
2k

− i
(
(kz<)2 − 1

)2
4k

. (6.22)

15Namely h̃µν = ĥµν − 1
4
ηµν ĥ

ρ
ρ, ĥMN = (kz)2hMN .
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This is the region of interest. Here we have taken the continuum limit such that the

poles do not appear.16 The zero mode in eq. (6.22) corresponds to the 4D graviton. The

second term encodes the effect of the KK continuum on the UV brane e.g. the correction

to the Newton potential. The last term is the Dirichlet contribution, as shown in the form

eq. (3.14). This Dirichlet term is the leading one in the physical process we consider.

Let us now consider the scattering of four on-shell gauge boson. For on-shell massless

gauge bosons the holographic profiles are simply 1 for any z. The scattering is induced at

tree-level by graviton exchange. Using that K = 1, the relevant stress tensor expressed

with the holographic variables is

T̃µν =
1 + rδ(z − z0)

g2
5

(kz)2

(
−Fµρ,0F ρ

ν,0 +
1

4
ηµνFρσ,0Fρσ0

)
(6.23)

where contractions are done with the Minkowski metric.

The polarization structure is encoded in the tensor

Eµν(12) =
1

2
(pµ1p

ν
2 ε1.ε2 + εµ1 ε

ν
2 p1.p2 − pµ1 εν2 ε1.p2 − p1.ε2 ε

µ
1p

ν
2 + 1↔ 2)

− ηµν 1

2
(p1.p2 ε1.ε2 − p1.ε2 p2.ε1) (6.24)

here defined for two ingoing gauge bosons with momentum p1, p2 and polarization vectors

εµ1 , εµ2 . Properties of the helicity amplitudes from spin-2 exchange can be found in e.g. [47]

and need not be discussed here.

To get a familiar form for the amplitude we have to use canonically normalized external

states. Starting from the holographic fields A0, this is done by including a factor g4(Q) for

each external gauge boson leg. The g4(Q) is defined in eq. (6.12). Here Q is some typical

scale involved in the physical process. Since we are interested in the large r limit, this

tree-level running effect is irrelevant and we simply take g4 ≈ g5/
√
r.

Putting everything together, the amplitude takes the form

iM(12→ 34) = iMs + iMt + iMu . (6.25)

with

iMs =
2

M3
∗
Eµν(12)Eµν(34)

∫
dzdz′

1

kzkz′
1 + rδ(z − z0)

r

1 + rδ(z′ − z0)

r
∆2
s (z, z′) (6.26)

and similarly for the t and u diagrams.

Let us consider the pure AdS regime
√
s > µ. The propagator is exponentially sup-

pressed in the IR region as dictated by opacity in the timelike region, see eq. (6.7). For

simplicity we do not take into account the C coefficient from the exponential, and assume

suppression in the z> ∼ 1/
√
s region. The same region can be taken for the position

integral of the cross diagrams. The non-vanishing contribution to the position integrals

16As shown in e.g. [31], the KK modes get a width from dressing by bulk interactions, tend to overlap

with each other and give rise to a branch cut — corresponding to the AdS continuum.
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comes from the
√
s < 1/z> region of momentum space where the propagator takes the

form eq. (6.22). The leading contribution is found to be

iMs ≈ κ2

8 kr s2
Eµν(12)Eµν(34) + . . . (6.27)

This main contribution comes from the Dirichlet piece of the graviton propagator. The

ellipse represents subleading contributions. The amplitude is of course controlled by the

5D gravity strength κ. Interestingly, it turns out that this amplitude is scale invariant.

We can see that the amplitude is suppressed by r, i.e. the more the gauge fields are

brane localized the less they see 5D gravity. For a given coupling g4, large r can only be

accomplished with large g5. Hence as in the previous subsection, we see that an upper

bound on this new physics effect amounts to lower the new physics cutoff.

Since the scattering amplitude eq. (6.27) is scale invariant, it can be tested on an equal

footing by experiments at very different scales. This scale invariance should certainly have

interesting consequences regarding the interplay between different experiments.

Finally, if an IR brane exists and
√
s < 1/µ, all KK modes are effectively heavy and

give rise to a local amplitude

iMs ≈ κ2

16(kr)2µ4
Eµν(12)Eµν(34) + . . . (6.28)

This amplitude can also be described by a 4D EFT with two local Euler-Heisenberg oper-

ators (see e.g. [47, 48]). The cutoff of the 4D EFT is O(µ) above which it is UV-completed

by the full braneworld model giving rise to eq. (6.27). In a sense, the presence of the IR

brane breaks the scale invariance, which makes perfect sense from the CFT viewpoint.

From eq. (6.28) one can see that the amplitudes with E < µ are suppressed by a power

of (E/µ)4 as compared to the scale invariant amplitude eq. (6.27). From the experimental

viewpoint this is just a familiar low-energy behaviour: experiments with energy scale below

µ tend to be disfavored with respect to those at higher energies.

7 Conclusion

Braneworld effective theories can be either exactly or quasi-localized. In this paper we

have argued that, at least in the presence of gravity, an exactly localized theory cannot

be obtained by taking a limit in a quasilocalized theory. Exact localization via large bulk

masses is obstructed, essentially because 5D gravity couples to bulk masses. Even at the

level of a zero mode EFT, gravity robustly ensures that the large bulk mass limit cannot

be taken. Exact localization via large kinetic term is not obstructed, but does not lead

to an exactly localized braneworld because a tower of matter KK modes remains in the

spectrum and always couples to the brane sector via 5D gravity. Moreover for a gauge field

such limit cannot even be taken as it would send the cutoff of the theory to zero, either

because of the WGC or because of 5D strong coupling.

Focusing on exactly localized braneworld EFT, we have presented two simple models

in which inconsistencies appear. In a braneworld model with exactly localized matter and
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Figure 4. Cartoon of the space of braneworld EFTs with gravity. The gray region represents the

parameter space of quasilocalized braneworld theories.

a bulk gauge field, we show that an exact global symmetry can exist in the theory, in strict

contradiction with expectations from quantum gravity. In a warped model with two branes,

inconsistencies appear when the IR brane carries a large number of species. In both of these

models, the paradoxes are solved once the brane fields are made quasilocalized instead of

exactly localized. The status of exact vs quasi-localization in the context of string UV-

completions being unclear — at least to us, we do not attempt a generalized claim from

the hints obtained on the EFT side.

In any case, all these observations provide excellent motivation to revisit exactly-

localized braneworld embeddings of the SM and make them quasilocalized. As a general

rule, quasilocalization renders the phenomenology of these models richer. This is because

in quasilocalized models each brane degree of freedom is accompanied by a tower of KK

modes — which may possibly be heavy, or may couple to brane fields only via 5D gravity.

Additionally, the brane degrees of freedom may have a non-vanishing component of their

wavefunction in the bulk, which puts them in direct contact with bulk degrees of freedom.

This bulk component is strictly nonzero for gauge fields. Effects in the gauge sector are

quite model-independent as a result of 5D gauge symmetry.

We focus on the gauge-gravity sector of the quasilocalized warped braneworld. We

point out that SM gauge fields have a tree-level anomalous running as a result of the gauge

KK modes. The only direction to reduce this effect is to increase the strength of bulk gauge

interactions, thereby decreasing the cutoff of the theory. We also evaluate the anomalous

four-gauge boson scattering induced by 5D gravity. In the pure AdS regime we find that

this effect is scale invariant. It can thus be probed democratically by experiments at vastly

different order of magnitude, which should imply an interesting experimental interplay.

These results from the gauge sector explicitly show that new, somewhat exotic signa-

tures arise from the quasilocalized warped braneworld. Because of AdS/CFT, these effects

are reminiscent of those from a conformal hidden sector (see [11, 12] for related dark sector

model-building). These effects provide new ways to experimentally test and constrain the
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hypothesis of the SM being (quasi)localized on a 3-brane. It would certainly be interesting

to study the other sectors of the quasilocalized warped braneworld.
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A Propagator in general warped background

Here we show how to compute the scalar propagator in an arbitrarily warped 5D metric

(eq. (2.1)) and with arbitrary boundary conditions. Our derivation is a standard ODE

solving with no shortcut. It is longer than customary derivations seen in the literature, but

it shows explicitly how the structure of the Green function arises. For example our method

clarifies the role of the Wronskian, which is not so transparent in the formalism of [15].

Here we write the metric as

ds2 = gMNdX
MdXN =

1

ρ2(z)

(
ηµνdx

µdxν − dz2
)
. (A.1)

We assume z is restricted to an interval z ∈ [a, b]. Consider the scalar equation of motion

in the presence of a source,

∂M
(
gMN√g∂NΦ

)
+
√
gM2Φ = J (X) . (A.2)

The Feynman Green function in curved space is defined by

J (X) = −iδ(5)(X −X ′) . (A.3)

Boundary conditions are assumed to take the generic form

BaΦ ≡ (αa∂5 + βa)Φ|z=a = 0 .

BbΦ ≡ (αb∂5 + βb)Φ|z=b = 0 . (A.4)

Introducing Φp(z) =
∫
d4xeip

µxµΦ(X), the 5D equation of motion becomes

− ∂5

(
ρ−3∂5Φp

)
+
(
ρ−5M2 − ρ−3p2

)
Φp = Jp(z) , (A.5)

with p2 = ηµνp
µpν , or

∂2
5Φp − 3∂5(log ρ) ∂5Φp −

(
ρ−2M2 − p2

)
Φp = −ρ3Jp(z) . (A.6)

The solutions of the homogeneous equation take the form

Φp(z) = Afp(z) +Bgp(z) , (A.7)
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where A, B are constants. The Wronskian is defined as

W (z) = fg′ − f ′g . (A.8)

Taking its derivative and using the homogeneous equation of motion leads to

W (z) = e−
∫
dz(−3∂5(log ρ)) = Cρ3 , (A.9)

where C is a constant. We see that the ρ dependence of W is automatically fixed, only C

depends on the solutions eq. (A.7).

The solution to the sourced equation of motion takes the form

ΦJp (z) = A(z)fp(z) +B(z)gp(z) . (A.10)

Following standard ODE solving methods, one chooses the condition A′(z)f(z) +

B′(z)g(z) = 0 and obtains

A′(z) = − g(z)

W (z)
(−ρ3)Jp(z) =

g(z)

C
Jp(z) , (A.11)

B′(z) =
f(z)

W (z)
(−ρ3)Jp(z) = −f(z)

C
Jp(z) . (A.12)

Interestingly, we see that the ρ-dependence of the Wronskian always cancels with the ρ3

factor multiplying the source.

The boundary conditions on ΦJp (z) obtained by substituting the general solution

eq. (A.7) in eqs. (A.4) are

BaΦJ = (αaf
′(a) + βaf(a))A(a) + (αag

′(a) + βag(a))B(a) = 0 (A.13)

BbΦJ = (αbf
′(b) + βbf(b))A(b) + (αbg

′(b) + βbg(b))B(b) = 0 (A.14)

and one introduces

γa = αaf
′(a) + βaf(a) , (A.15)

ηa = αag
′(a) + βag(a) , (A.16)

γb = αbf
′(b) + βbf(b) , (A.17)

ηb = αbg
′(b) + βbg(b) , (A.18)

giving

BaΦJ = γaA(a) + ηaB(a) = 0 (A.19)

BbΦJ = γbA(b) + ηbB(b) = 0 . (A.20)
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We now see that, in order to obtain A(z), B(z), we can evaluate the integrals of

appropriate linear combinations of A′(z), B′(z). We obtain∫ z

a
dz′
(
γaA

′(z′) + ηaB
′(z′)

)
= γaA(z) + ηaB(z)

=

∫ z

a
dz′
(
γag(z′)− ηaf(z′)

) Jp(z′)
C

(A.21)∫ b

z
dz′
(
γbA

′(z′) + ηbB
′(z′)

)
= −γbA(z)− ηbB(z)

=

∫ b

z
dz′
(
γbg(z′)− ηbf(z′)

) Jp(z′)
C

(A.22)

These relations are conveniently put as a matrix(
γa ηa
γb ηb

)(
A(z)

B(z)

)
=

( ∫ z
a dz

′ (γag(z′)− ηaf(z′))
Jp(z′)
C∫ b

z dz
′ (−γbg(z′) + ηbf(z′))

Jp(z′)
C

)
. (A.23)

Inverting the matrix and replacing A(z), B(z) in eq. (A.7), we obtain the sourced solution

ΦJp (z) = A(z)fp(z) +B(z)gp(z) =
−1

γaηb − γbηa
(A.24)

×
(∫ z

a
dz′ (γbg(z)− ηbf(z))

(
γag(z′)− ηaf(z′)

) Jp(z′)
C

(A.25)

+

∫ b

z
dz′ (γag(z)− ηaf(z))

(
γbg(z′)− ηbf(z′)

) Jp(z′)
C

)
. (A.26)

Then observe that this solution can be rewritten as

ΦJp (z) = i

∫ b

a
dz′∆(z, z′)Jp(z′) . (A.27)

The ∆(z, z′) is given by

∆(z, z′) =
i

C

(γag(z<)− ηaf(z<)) (γbg(z>)− ηbf(z>))

γaηb − γbηa
(A.28)

which is the general Feynman propagator for arbitrary boundary conditions and metric.

In AdS we have

f(z) = z2Jα(pz) , g(z) = z2Yα(pz) (A.29)

and obtain

ρ(z) = kz ,
√
g = (kz)−5 , W (z) =

2 z3

π
, C =

2

π k3
(A.30)

This gives the correct expression

∆AdS(z, z′) = i
π

2 k
(kz>)2(kz<)2

(
J̃aY (pz<)− ỸaJ(pz<)

)(
J̃bY (pz>)− ỸbJ(pz>)

)
J̃aỸb − J̃bỸa

.

(A.31)
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